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thanks for your post! i know theres a lot of trainers out there that have the same features but i know im
going to buy a trainer that has a magnetic resistance. i think trainer road gives you the ability to pick the
resistance percentage. thats why i chose the trainer road bike trainer. i also like having the power zone
as well. i love the trainer road bike trainer because its a little more versatile and can do intervals and
stuff as well. this is a separate app that allows you to upload your online workout data from a smart

trainer to a peloton account, so you can review the data on your computer or mobile device. you can also
create custom workouts using data from your smart trainer and upload those as well. in order to do all
this, youll need to have a smart trainer and a peloton subscription. zwift, the fitness-enthusiast-driven
social and location-based cycling game, takes a lot of its inspiration from the real-world cycling world.

theres a dedicated forum where users can talk about the sport, share advice, and connect with other like-
minded people. it is basically a social media platform for cycling. how do you get there? you start by
downloading the zwift app for ios and android. from there, you can connect your smart trainer, bike

computer, bike, and get to riding. very nice article, thanks. ive been a follower for a while but havent
gotten around to commenting on your site. a comment here in the hopes that you might be able to solve

a problem for me. i am trying to get a trainerroad premium subscription from the $120 price point. i
understand that they are only offering a lifetime subscription at this time. in the case that they did come
out with a $80 plan, i would be interested. but, they are not doing it so im looking for other options. any

idea what i should do?
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